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Firm Central lets you accomplish more
for your clients with less effort and stress.
Integrated, secure, and mobile
practice management.

Click a tab and zero in.

Time & Billing

Save time but still find everything.

When you know the type of content
you need, the Matters, Contacts,
Billing, Documents, and Calendar
tabs will deliver it in a flash.

Time & Billing helps you effortlessly
track time and expenses, create
well-documented invoices, create
and manage trust accounts, and
generate reports.

Firm Central’s Global Search bridges the gaps among
various types of information, delivering complete
results with a single query, including documents,
notes, research, calendars, and more.

Firm Central is the only cloud-based practice management
software for solo and small law firms that allows you to
fully integrate with legal research and your other essential
practice tools.

Automate your litigation calendar.
Deadline Assistant will automatically calculate
and keep track of court deadlines and sync with
your Firm Central and Outlook calendars. Share
important dates with your entire team.

Get the big picture on a single screen.
Imagine that a former client calls to ask about his
year-old matter. How do you instantaneously refresh
your memory to respond knowledgeably? With Firm
Central, you can immediately see all the work you’ve
done for your client, plus notes, links, events, billing,
research, and more. Firm Central’s comprehensive
view works just as well when you want to monitor the
progress of a current matter, bring a colleague up to
speed, or repurpose a work product.

Never forget a task.
Your tasks and notifications are displayed
prominently, so you won’t overlook anything.

Be “in the office” even when you aren’t.
Firm Central synchronizes your firm’s data,
so you can see the same information whether
you’re using your desktop computer, laptop,
tablet, or smartphone. It’s all current and
complete – right down to the automatically
updated KeyCite flags.

The new centre of your firm’s workday.

Share information and collaborate
with clients.

Firm Central from Thomson Reuters eliminates everyday practicemanagement problems for solo and small firms. It offers you:

The Client Portal allows you to
securely share messages, documents,
forms, invoices, and other case details
with your clients.
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•

Retrace your steps and resume work with ease.
When appointments, emails, phone calls, and other
interruptions break your concentration, Recent Activity
on the homepage and Recent Documents on a Matter
page get you back on track quickly.

Smooth your workflow by blending all your
electronic information.
Sign in once to Firm Central and you’re automatically
signed in to client and matter files, WestlawNext®
Canada, and Time & Billing.

Security – State-of-the-art security, without the technology headache
Efficiency – Information you can find fast and share easily
Mobility – 24/7 access from anywhere you have internet service
Connectivity – Seamless integration with tools that are designed to
work together
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